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Pulling it all Together
The Critical Thinking Consortium

Topic
Planning a compelling historical story

Subject area/discipline
Interdisciplinary

Grade level
7-12

Suggested time
2 periods (60-75 minutes each)

Overarching critical inquiry question
As a defining moment in Canadian history, how significant was the impact of the Pandemic 1918
on Canadian society?
Enrichment question: Might the Pandemic 1918 have contributed to a more liveable Canada
today?

Overarching critical inquiry task
Tell a compelling story for a specific audience using evidence (historical, geographic,
mathematical, scientific, psychological…) about how significant an impact the Pandemic 1918 had
on Canadian society.
Enrichment task: In your story, suggest how the Pandemic 1918 might have contributed to a more
liveable Canada today.

Lesson critical inquiry question
What are the best ideas (details) to use to create a compelling story about how significant an
impact the Pandemic 1918 had on Canadian society?
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Lesson critical inquiry task (critical challenge)
Select and sort information or details to create a compelling story about how significant an impact
the Pandemic 1918 had on Canadian society.

Central ideas/learning goals
Students will reflect on how to use evidence from various disciplines to compel readers to take an
interest in and appreciate the significance of the Pandemic 1918.

Related concepts
yy purpose, theme, and audience
yy perspective
yy collaborative thinking, peer critique
yy story components: opening, main body, closing

Key competencies
yy framing and/or responding to powerful questions
yy gathering appropriate evidence
yy effectively evaluating evidence in light of criteria
yy drawing sound conclusions consistent with the evidence and criteria
yy collaboratively working with others to encourage in meaningful discourse that deepens
understanding of the importance of historical events
yy providing and using constructive feedback
yy using evidence from a wide range of discipline perspectives to generate compelling
storytelling ideas

Lesson overview
In this lesson, students examine a sample story written by a survivor of the Pandemic 1918 to
develop an understanding what makes a story compelling. Using the storytelling planning template
introduced in the Launch lesson and used throughout the inquiry, students apply the criteria for a
compelling story to assess the effectiveness of how the survivor’s story is told. This is followed by
a peer, and teacher assessment of the ideas they have recorded in their own storytelling template
using an assessment guide and the criteria for a compelling story. Students make final revisions
to their ideas based on the feedback they receive. Once their planning is complete, students are
prepared to create a story about how significant an impact the Pandemic 1918 had on Canadian
society.
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Materials and preparation required
yy Briefing sheet: The Spanish Flu in Vancouver’s Japanese Community—As told by a survivor
of the Pandemic, October 13, 1958
(Download from: https://definingmomentscanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/
Nikkei_Survivor.pdf)
yy Activity sheet: Assessing the Degree to which a Story is Compelling
yy Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template—Sample
yy Activity sheet: Guide to Success—Planning a Compelling Story about the Pandemic 1918
yy Activity sheet: Using Criteria for Productive Peer Critique
yy Thoughtbook: Planning a Compelling Story
yy Defining Moments Canada website suggestions for Creating Great Stories:
»» designs (https://definingmomentscanada.ca/creating-great-stories/design/)
»» websites and photos (https://definingmomentscanada.ca/creating-great-stories/
technical-consideration/)
»» the creation of effective videos (https://definingmomentscanada.ca/creating-greatstories/technical-consideration/)

Suggested activities
Launch the learning
1. Present each student with the Briefing sheet: The Spanish Flu in Vancouver’s Japanese
Community—As told by a survivor of the Pandemic, October 13, 1958.
2. Invite students to read the first four paragraphs of the story. Using the rating scale on the
Activity sheet: Assessing the Degree to which a Story is Compelling, have each student
rate how compelling they think the story is going to be. Direct students to the criteria for a
compelling story introduced in the Launch lesson: Ready, Set…Launching Our Inquiry and
included on their Thoughtbook pages. Encourage each student to record what they predict
the story will do well given the first few paragraphs and what the story will need to include
to be compelling.

Develop understanding of criteria for judgment
1. In small groups of 3-4, invite students to share and record ideas about what they predict
the story will do well and what it will need to add to be compelling based on the first four
paragraphs.
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2. Encourage students to use the criteria for a compelling story:
yy accurate and informative
yy clear and understandable
yy engaging and appropriate for the target audience
yy focused and purposeful (answers an important question)
3. Invite groups to share the ideas they generated, encouraging them to connect each idea
to one or more of the criteria. For example, students may say the story will have to be more
informative by providing more details about what the pastor did to “tackle the pandemic.”
Other students may say that giving the reader this information is not interesting enough to
make the reader want to know more; that perhaps the theme or purpose of the story needs
to be made clear, and that maybe a vivid picture would help to draw the reader into the
story.

Introduce (revisit) the thinking strategy
1. Remind students of the Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template they used in the
launch and revisited as they explored various discipline perspectives on the Pandemic 1918.
2. Remind students that all stories, regardless of the medium used, share the following in
common:
yy An opening that sets the context and establishes the problem and the purpose or
theme that will glue the story together (opening dance sequence, first of three panels in
visual art; first few panes of a cartoon; opening dialogue in a skit; opening paragraph in a
diary, letter, or short story; opening stanza in a poem)
yy A main body that introduces important and relevant factual information related to
the context. The details presented do not merely tell what happened but illustrate the
insights revealed by the information.
yy A closing that draws the story to a conclusion but leaves thoughtful insights for the
reader/viewer to consider. A compelling story keeps the viewer/reader thinking about
these insights long after it’s over.
Note: Often historical events are not clearly black and white. There will be a mix of
responses—at times contradictory and/or inconsistent. Despite inconsistencies and
apparent contradictions, a story should reveal dominant themes.
3. Provide students with the Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template—Sample based on
the story they began to read earlier in the lesson.
4. Provide students with a copy of the Activity sheet: Guide to Success—Planning a
Compelling Story about the Pandemic 1918.
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5. Provide students time to work in partners to use the Guide to Success to provide feedback
to the author. Encourage them to identify what the author has done well and what they
should be thinking about to improve their story.
6. Provide students with the following list of additional elements the author could have
included in their story:
yy images
yy graphs
yy maps
yy tables/charts
yy data/statistics
yy drawings or art
yy music
yy use of colour
yy others?
7. Encourage student to review the example in their Thoughtbook package of how an
illustrated map can use various elements to effectively tell a story.
8. With their partners, ask students to identify some of these elements and explain how they
could be included in the Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template—Sample to make
the story more compelling.
9. In a class discussion, invite students to share their thoughts on the value of these elements
in telling a compelling story.

Construct background knowledge through the application of the thinking strategy
1. Invite students to review the details recorded in their Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning
Template in their Thoughtbook.
2. Invite students to share their ideas with a few other members of the class to obtain peer
feedback. Encourage students to circulate from one student to another rather than working
in small groups.
3. Introduce the Activity sheet: Using Criteria for Productive Peer Critique. Through a class
discussion, invite students to generate both examples and non-examples of behaviours
that would model each criterion. Encourage students to record these next to the criteria
provided.
4. Remind students to use the Activity sheet: Guide to Success—Planning a Compelling Story
about the Pandemic 1918, and to consider additional elements that may be useful to include
in the template, when they provide feedback on the ideas of their peers.
© Defining Moments Canada 2018. All rights reserved.
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Consolidation
1. Offer students an opportunity to present the ideas in their Activity sheet: Storytelling
Planning Template to you for feedback. Remember to offer guidance rather than direction
by offering feedback in the form of questions for the students to reflect on or in the form of
options students can consider to improve their work.
2. Provide students time to write and polish their stories based on the ideas they developed in
their planning template. Encourage students to visit the Defining Moments Canada website
for suggestions regarding:
»» designs (https://definingmomentscanada.ca/creating-great-stories/design/);
»» websites and photos (https://definingmomentscanada.ca/creating-great-stories/
technical-consideration/); and
»» the creation of effective videos (https://definingmomentscanada.ca/creating-greatstories/technical-consideration/).
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Activity sheet: Assessing the Degree to which a Story is Compelling
5		4		3		2		1		0
Highly
compelling

I rate this story a

Not at all
compelling

because …

Criteria for
compelling

Supporting evidence in the story

yy
accurate and
informative

yy
clear and
understandable

yy
engaging and
appropriate for the
target audience

yy
focused and
purposeful (answers an
important question)
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FFdescribes how the people or group(s)
of people initially react to the problem
or disruption

Components: An effective main body…

Main Body

How do the people or group(s) in the story
first react to the problem/disruption?
- husband (males) volunteered first but
needed women as nurses; frightened by
the risk but courageous enough to take it

Where does your story take place?
Vancouver, British Columbia;
Methodist Church

Over what period of time?
October 1918

Ideas for creating an effective main
body:

FFprovides insights for the audience
about the theme

FFreveals how the problem or disruption
impacts on the lives and character of
the people or group(s) in the story

Ideas for creating an effective
opening:

FFclearly connects to the theme
(see above)

story and makes the audience
want to know what is going
to happen in response to the
problem or disruption

FFintroduces the people or group(s) FFtells how the people or group(s) of
of people involved in the story
people in the story respond to the
problem or disruption over time to
FFintroduces the major problem
achieve their goal(s)
or disruption that launches the

How do the people/group(s) resolve the
problem/disruption?
- dr.s wanted to place the author in
quarantine in another hospital but she
suddenly recovered with the help of the
dr.s and nurses in the hospital–others did
for her what she had done for others

Ideas for creating an effective closing:

FFsummarizes insights related to the
theme (significance of the impact)

FFsummarizes how the major problem
impacted on the people or groups
involved

FFdescribes what Canadian society is
like after the problem or disruption is
resolved (if it has changed and how it
has changed)

FFdescribes how the problem or
disruption is resolved

Components: An effective closing…

Closing

Theme: How well did communities work together in response to the

FFdescribes the setting and
context (describes place, timeframe, and what Canadian
FFintroduces the goal(s) that the
society was like when the story is
people or group(s) want to achieve in
taking place)
response to the problem/disruption

opening…

Components: An effective

Opening

Medium/format: Interview within a non-fiction text
Flu?

Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template - Sample
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What goal(s) do they want to achieve in
response to the problem/disruption?
- as healthy people help those in their
community who were sick; in need of
care; model community responsibility;
shock in seeing so many dead bodies

What is life like in this place over this
time period?
Many Japanese immigrants; Spanish
Flu spread there; public schools and
churches closed to prevent spread
of flu; shortage of doctor and nurses
as there were sent to the WWI
battlefields; no room in hospitals; many
patients died before treatment

yy
Mrs. Higashi, nurse from the Japanese
Red Cross

How do the people or group(s) respond
to the problem/disruption to achieve
their goal(s)?
What people or group(s) are involved in - worked long 12-hour shifts from
the story?
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., with an hour for
yy
Mr. Masamitsu Akagawa, a Japanese
lunchtime–hard work.
pastor
- bodies had to be left on the beds; no
yy
No Name, a missionary from his church room in funeral homes–got used to
yy
Akio Iwatsuru, first Japanese patient
seeing dead bodies
(was a Japanese student and a Christian) - talked and supervised sick patients
yy
Mr. Ukita, the Consul
- the community worked together e.g.,
yy
4 main doctors at Strathcona PS
Mr. and Mrs. Taira when Mrs. Taira
where temporary hospital set up: Dr.
was three months pregnant left their
Shimotakahara, Dr. Takahashi, Dr.
child at the hospital–parents died 3
Ishiwara, and Dr. Kinoshita
days later; child orphaned–Some staff
yy
Mrs. Akagawa, experienced devoted
members looked after the child; one
nurse and wife of Masmitsu
elderly woman was very kind and said,
yy
Mrs. Nakano, nurse and wife of another “Because I have enough money, please
pastor
look after the child, no matter the cost.”

Ideas for creating an effective main
body:

Main Body

Ideas for creating an effective
opening:

Opening

Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template - Sample (Cont’d)

How does the resolution to the problem
help to make your story’s theme clear
and understandable to the audience?
- the author said it was November 11,
1918, an historic day for not only the
world but also for me—the community
worked together to save the lives of
many including the author who survived

How did the problem/disruption impact
on the lives of the people/group(s)?
- not clear at the end

How has this resolution changed life in
the place and time period of your story?
- author and other patient last 2 in
the hospital; seemed most dr.s and
nurses left even though they were still
not well; finally learned they were not
abandoned; everyone was celebrating
the good news about the war

Ideas for creating an effective closing:

Closing
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How will you introduce the theme of your story?
- explain the high health risks of the Pandemic (many
died) and how some healthy people chose to risk their
lives to help their community

What makes this problem/disruption interesting
enough to make the audience want to know what is
going to happen?
- other members of the community did not apply
because of the danger of infection especially when
working directly with patients–the author did work
directly with patients–the reader wonders what would
happen to her

What happens to create a problem or disruption in the
lives of the people or group(s) in the story?
- others saw how hard Mr. and Mrs. Akagawa and
nurses were working and wanted to help. Needed
females so author and 2 church friends applied to work
at the hospital

What roles do these people of group(s) play?
- Mr. Akagawa and Mr. Ukita, the Consul, arranged for
a special hospital to be set up for Japanese patients
using the Strathcona Public School as a temporary
hospital–school were many Japanese immigrants had
studied;
- Nurses worked at hospital at a time when few nurses
would for fear of infection;
- other members of the community including the author

Ideas for creating an effective opening:

Opening

Main Body

Closing

How do the responses of the
people/group(s) help to develop your
story’s theme?
- the author had to rely on others in
the community to help her now

How does the problem/disruption
impact on the lives and characters
of the people or group(s)?
- author fell ill one day, very tired,
high fever; she was infected with the
flu; her husband and 18-month old
child also contracted the flu because
she went home sick;
- husband and baby fine; author was
told she would die

Ideas for creating an effective main Ideas for creating an
body:
effective closing:

Activity sheet: Storytelling Planning Template - Sample (Cont’d)
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FFselect an appropriate audience for my
story; one that will be interested in or may
learn a valuable lesson from
FFselect a medium/format that most
effectively helps my audience deeply
understand the purpose/theme of my
story
FFinclude information that is accurate
and clearly shows how significantly the
Pandemic 1918 impacts on Canadian
society

FFselect an audience for
the story

FFselect a medium/
format for the story

FFinclude information
related to the impact
of the Pandemic 1918
on Canadian society

FFcapture and hold
the attention of the
audience

FFinclude a theme
related to inquiry
question

As I plan to tell a compelling story about how
significant an impact the Pandemic 1918 had
on Canadian society, I…

As I plan to tell my story
about the impact of the
Pandemic 1918 using my
Thoughtbook, I…

Not there yet On the way Got it!

What I need to change
about my thinking:
•
•
•

What you have done
well:
•
•
•

FFtell my story in a relatable, easy to
understand, and inspiring way for my
audience

FFkeep the audience interested throughout
the story by presenting a meaningful and
insightful lesson or theme

Self-reflection

Not there yet On the way Got it!

Teacher guidance

•

•

•

What you should
continue to think
FFcommunicate the purpose or theme of my about to improve your
story consistently throughout the story
story:

Criteria for excellent storytelling planning

Storytelling planning
requirements

Activity sheet: Guide to Success—Planning a Compelling Story about the Pandemic 1918
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FForganize my story so that it is easy to
follow, flowing seamlessly from the
opening to the main body to the closing

FForganize my story
according to the
3 elements of
storytelling

Not there yet On the way Got it!

What I need to change
about my thinking:
•
•

Not there yet On the way Got it!

What you have done
well:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Self-reflection

Teacher guidance

FForganize my story so that there is a clear •
end to the story tying up any loose ends
and telling the audience the resolution
to the problem and the lasting change
that resulted from dealing with the
What you should
problem
continue to think about
to improve your story:

As I plan to tell a compelling story about
how significant an impact the Pandemic
1918 had on Canadian society, I…

Criteria for excellent storytelling planning

As I plan to tell
my story about
the impact of the
Pandemic 1918 using
my Thoughtbook, I…

Storytelling planning
requirements

Activity sheet: Guide to Success—Planning a Compelling Story about the Pandemic 1918 (Cont’d)

Activity sheet: Using Criteria for Productive Peer Critique
Criteria

Yes! Examples…

Not Yet Examples…

yy
respectful: comments should not be meanspirited, insulting, or condescending

yy
warranted: comments —whether positive or
negative—should not be trivial, exaggerated,
or unfounded

yy
specific: comments should identify
particular aspects, as opposed to very
vague remarks (using an example, illustrate
the value of the specific item rather than
offering vague general comments)
yy
constructive: the primary purpose of critique
is to improve our work—not to belittle or
criticize; therefore, advice on how to improve
is preferable to comments that merely note
areas of strength or weakness

Some additional suggestions
Lead with positives: comment on strengths. The purpose of starting from this perspective is to
reduce the anxiety all of us feel when putting our work forward. Our goal is always to help make our
work the best it can possibly be.
Suggest areas for improvement: only after much positive feedback has been shared, offer specific
suggestions from improvement.
Assume an active listening role by limiting comments to:
yy
asking for clarification or elaboration;
yy
checking for understanding; and
yy
determining whether or not the ideas held by the commentator are widely held.
Remember…
You do not have to defend what you have done, only to hear what others say.
You get to decide for yourself which, if any, of the comments are worth acting
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